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Why Settle for One Magnification When You Can Have Two?  
 

ANN ARBOR, MI — December 2022 — Aven, a full-service technology provider, introduces the ProVue 
Solas Magnifying lamp. The ProVue Solas allows users to switch between two interchangeable magnifying 
lenses for maximum flexibility.  

Aven’s ProVue Solas XL58 model offers the flexibility of using the 
included 8-Diopter lens (3x magnification), or an optional 5-
Diopter lens (2.25x magnification, sold separately). It features 60 
ultra-bright SMD LEDs with brightness controls, a fully enclosed 
spring-balanced arm and protective lens cover. 

Each model is compatible with two lenses to help users optimize 
the ProVue Solas for the right applications. Additionally, it includes 
a heavy-duty mounting clamp that securely mounts to the side of 
work benches. 

Aven has expanded its expertise in the realm of design and 
customized configuration of advanced video inspection systems. 
The company’s solution-based experts possess the ability to 
recommend and create complete optical systems according to 
customers’ needs and budgets.  

Aven also provides a variety of ancillary services such as product assembly, custom parts and tooling, and 
distribution, all of which are coordinated from its Michigan headquarters. To learn more, call (734) 973-
0099 or email sales@aventools.com.  

For more information, visit www.aventools.com.  
  
  
  
About Aven 
Aven, Inc. manufactures and distributes high-performance, optical instruments and precision tools for 
microscopy, inspection and assembly.  A technology innovator since 1983, Aven is located in a high-tech 
corridor of Southeast Michigan.  Visit us online at aventools.com. 
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